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probably the most enduring and flexible writers of homosexual literature returns with a brand
new and magnificent novel. Bestselling writer Felice Picano has crafted a startling and haunting
tale spanning centuries in a small beach town. Amity Pritchard, her sister Constance, and
Captain Eugene Calder suffer anguished love Looking Glass Lives and demise on the finish of
the 19th century, basically to emerge back as Roger Lynch, his spouse Karen, and the
dangerously eye-catching Chas, who alternately love and torment one another on this planet of
today. completely entwined, but fluid in gender and sexuality, those 3 souls emerge and
reemerge all through history, attracted to each other by way of shared passion, yet incapable of
changing their shared destiny. having a look Glass Lives is a outstanding and impossible to
resist mix of reincarnation, romance, tragedy, and redemption.
i discovered this Picano name to be very assorted to any of his others I’ve learn to date. i used
to be anticipating a M-M-F love triangle drama yet used to be rather shocked to discover this
short-ish novel is what one will get in case you move a Jodi Picault novel with that motion
picture useless Again. It’s risky relatives secrets and techniques meet reincarnation theory. the
most query posed Looking Glass Lives by means of this tale is whether or not our life-stories
are predestined to copy again and again except we do whatever to alter likely inevitable
trajectories.From the very begin one will get a deep foreboding approximately what's
approximately to unfold. We’re informed approximately an outdated apartment whole with a disused health repaired in the end – as Roger the narrator talks a few doomed courting and refers
to his spouse Karen and one other male known as Chas (whom we later notice is a
relative).Flipping backward and forward among 3 timelines – the present, Roger’s youth prior
and the story of Amity Pritchard who lived within the related condo through the American civil
struggle interval … Looking Glass Lives we slowly get to the bottom of the typical threads that
extend throughout time and generations interweaving a web-like future that closes in round
Roger, Karen and Chas. all of Looking Glass Lives it builds in the direction of an “oh no – don’t
cross there” explosive finishing which left me feeling a deep disappointment and struggling with
off a fatalistic malaise of spirit. no longer a chipper feel-good finishing I’m afraid.LGBT
illustration is roofed via a bisexual personality and a few short homosexual experimentation
among youths. fable novels do warn of the risk of status among mirrors (looking glass) lest your
‘self’ turns into stuck without end in the multitude of reflections … our narrator Roger appears
helplessly on at himself as though via a reflect – no longer understanding tips to avoid a looming
disaster. i might most likely re-read this name back yet no longer for some time simply but - a
little a breather necessary.
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